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QUESTION 1

As a requirements engineer, you deal with a diverse range of requirements. A template for natural language functional
requirements can help you to formulate different forms of system activities in a more precise way. Which two kinds of
system activities are among those supported? (1 Point) 

A. User interaction 

B. Technical requirement 

C. Quality requirements 

D. Independent system activity 

E. System requirement 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

You are to create a requirements specification for an internet banking software. The system shall perform bank credit
transfers and therefore receives from the user, among other information, the bank identification code and the name of
the bank. Now things have changed so that only the bank identification code must be entered by the user and the bank
name is no longer required. On which part of your documentation do you most likely have to work in order to incorporate
this change? (2 Points) 

A. Nowhere, since this is a detail for the architecture. 

B. In the chapter in which the states of the system are described. 

C. As a change in the goals has been communicated, the goals in the specification must be updated. 

D. If it is about inputs and outputs of the system, this change has to be worked into the context diagram. 

E. You have to adjust the class model and/or the data model, which describe the structure of the system\\'s input and
output data. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Requirements elicitation: Your company has received a customer contract to develop a system for the scheduling of the
customer\\'s delivery vans. It is your task to identify the requirements for this scheduling system. You have arranged
appointments for interviews with three key members of the customer\\'s staff, and are now preparing interview
questions. Which of the questions below are appropriate interview questions for the requirements elicitation? (2 Points) 

A. What are the most important technical terms for the application and how are they defined? 

B. If the delivery deadline is not met, is a contract penalty to be paid? 

C. What data quantities / data rates are to be processed? 
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D. When is the installation of the completed system to be started? 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You have been commissioned to analyze a change request for its possible impact. Which of the following aspects must
be analyzed for this? (2 Points) 

A. B, C, E, G 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In a meeting held with the goal of validating a set of requirements, two participants become involved in an in-depth
discussion about the content of a requirement. One of the participants is of the opinion that the requirement must be
realized as described, since the success of the product is otherwise jeopardized. The other party dissents and argues
that this requirement cannot be realized technically as described. What is the best way for you to react to this situation?
(1 Point) 

A. You note both arguments and let the project manager make the decision. 

B. You invite all stakeholders to a workshop and try to reach agreement. 

C. You prefer the second opinion since you believe that the discussion makes no sense if the requirement cannot
berealized. 

D. You get together with the affected stakeholders and attempt to reach an agreement on this. 

Correct Answer: D 
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